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Abstract. We present a review of a broad selection of nuclear matter equations of state (EOSs) applicable
in core-collapse supernova studies. The large variety of nuclear matter properties, such as the symmetry
energy, which are covered by these EOSs leads to distinct outcomes in supernova simulations. Many of
the currently used EOS models can be ruled out by nuclear experiments, nuclear many-body calculations,
and observations of neutron stars. In particular the two classical supernova EOS describe neutron matter
poorly. Nevertheless, we explore their impact in supernova simulations since they are commonly used
in astrophysics. They serve as extremely soft and stiff representative nuclear models. The corresponding
supernova simulations represent two extreme cases, e.g., with respect to the protoneutron star (PNS)
compactness and shock evolution. Moreover, in multi-dimensional supernova simulations EOS differences
have a strong effect on the explosion dynamics. Because of the extreme behaviors of the classical supernova
EOSs we also include DD2, a relativistic mean field EOS with density-dependent couplings, which is in
satisfactory agreement with many current nuclear and observational constraints. This is the first time that
DD2 is applied to supernova simulations and compared with the classical supernova EOS. We find that
the overall behaviour of the latter EOS in supernova simulations lies in between the two extreme classical
EOSs. As pointed out in previous studies, we confirm the impact of the symmetry energy on the electron
fraction. Furthermore, we find that the symmetry energy becomes less important during the post-bounce
evolution, where conversely the symmetric part of the EOS becomes increasingly dominating, which is
related to the high temperatures obtained. Moreover, we study the possible impact of quark matter at
high densities and light nuclear clusters at low and intermediate densities.

1 Introduction

Stars more massive than roughly 8 times the mass of our
sun (M�) end their life as core-collapse supernovae [1, 2].
These are triggered by the contraction of the stellar core
as degenerate electrons are captured on nuclei reducing
the main pressure component. When normal nuclear mat-
ter density is reached in the very center of the collapsing
stellar core, the short-range repulsive force of the strongly
interacting nucleon gas counterbalances gravity and the
collapse halts. The core bounces back accompanied by the
formation of a hydrodynamic shock wave. Initially, the
bounce shock breaks out of the high-density core, fully
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dissociating infalling heavy nuclei into free nucleons and
light clusters. The central object that forms at core bounce
is the protoneutron star (PNS). It is hot and lepton rich
in which sense it differs from the final supernova remnant,
the neutron star. The initially expanding shock wave con-
tinuously looses energy from the dissociation of heavy nu-
clei and emission of electron-neutrinos when crossing the
neutrinospheres. The latter are the spheres of last scatter-
ing outside of which neutrinos are freely streaming. The
outburst of νe, which are produced from local electron
captures on free protons, occurs on a short timescale of
the order of 5–10ms after core-bounce. Both sources of
energy loss, the dissociation of heavy nuclei and neutrino
emission, turn the expanding shock wave into a stand-
ing accretion front which stalls at 100–150 km. The corre-
sponding timescale is about 50–100ms after core bounce
and are given mainly by the progenitor star.
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The supernova problem is related to the onset of the
explosion in terms of reviving the standing shock wave,
i.e. liberating energy from the PNS into the region be-
hind the shock. Note that this relates to the delayed on-
set of the explosion, which is currently considered to be
the standard scenario. Prompt explosions, where the ini-
tially expanding bounce shock does not stall, are ruled
out. Several explosion scenarios have been explored in the
past, the magneto-rotational [3], the acoustic [4], the high-
density quark-hadron phase transition [5], and the neu-
trino heating [6] mechanisms. The latter is currently the
most favored scenario. However, sophisticated supernova
simulations, which include three-flavor Boltzmann neu-
trino transport and a detailed nuclear equation of state
(EOS), obtain explosions in spherical symmetry only for
low-mass progenitor stars with 8–9 M� [7, 8]. This is re-
lated to the special structure of such progenitors. Their
low-mass core of about 1.376 M� is surrounded by a low-
density helium-rich hydrogen envelope, separated by a
steep density gradient [9, 10]. This structure leads to an
early onset of shock revival via neutrino heating at about
30–40ms after core bounce.

More massive stars experience an extended period of
mass accretion which lasts for several 100ms. During
this accretion period, the enclosed mass inside the PNS
grows and the PNS contracts accordingly. The correspond-
ing timescales are determined by the mass accretion rate
which is dependent on the progenitor star and the high-
density EOS. In spherically symmetric simulations, neu-
trino heating is insufficient and fails to revive the standing
accretion shock. It requires multi-dimensional simulations
where convection and hydrodynamic instabilities increase
the neutrino heating efficiency [11–13].

The nuclear symmetry energy, in particular the free
symmetry energy associated with the free energy due to
the finite and even high temperatures reached, enters su-
pernova simulations via the nuclear matter EOS. In this
review we review most of the currently used EOS for su-
pernova matter. Moreover, recent constraints from Chiral
Effective Field Theory (EFT) [14–20] allow us to favor sev-
eral of these supernova EOSs above others. Unfortunately,
the disfavored EOSs include the most commonly used
classical EOSs of ref. [21] (hereafter LS) and of ref. [22]
(hereafter STOS), despite being consistent with neutron
star maximum masses of about 2 M�. Neutron star ra-
dius measurements in low-mass X-ray binaries [23] could
pose tight constraints, indicating that R1.44 M� = 10.4–
12.9 km. However, not yet considered systematic uncer-
tainties may increase the error bars significantly. A compi-
lation of various different probes for the symmetry energy
and its slope parameter was recently given in ref. [24],
including implications of the two aforementioned con-
straints.

We apply several supernova EOSs to simulations of
stellar collapse and study the resulting SN evolution to
identify the impact of the nuclear matter properties and
the available experimental and theoretical constraints. As
reference cases, we select the two classical but extreme
EOSs LS (a very soft non-relativistic approach) and STOS
(a very stiff relativistic mean field (RMF) approach which

utilizes the TM1 interactions [25]). In addition, we ap-
ply the RMF approach DD2 with density dependent cou-
plings from ref. [26] which matches nuclear constraints at
low and intermediate densities, as well as a large neutron
star maximum mass [24]. Furthermore, this model goes be-
yond the single nucleus approximation (SNA) employed in
the two classical EOSs by including the detailed distribu-
tion of several thousands of different nuclei. DD2 has not
been used in supernova simulations so far. It is part of the
comprehensive supernova-EOS catalogue for the extended
nuclear statistical equilibrium model of ref. [27] (hereafter
HS) which is available online (see below sect. 2.). Several of
the EOSs of this catalogue, have already been compared
in core-collapse supernova studies [28, 29]. Other recent
approaches for the description of supernova matter will
be briefly discussed in sect. 2.2.

The appearance of additional degrees of freedom such
as hyperons and quarks at supra-saturation densities has
long been studied for cold neutron stars [30] and during
the PNS evolution [31]. At present, little is known about
the hyperon-hyperon interactions or many-body forces in-
cluding hyperons [32–35]. For quark matter, strong QCD
interactions have been shown to provide sufficient pres-
sure to support high neutron star masses [36–42]. From
the current understanding of strong interactions, neither
hyperon nor quark matter can be ruled out as a com-
ponent of dense neutron star matter. Depending on the
model, they can be both consistent with nuclear physics
and give large neutron star masses. Moreover, the large
uncertainty in the properties of high-density nuclear mat-
ter results in a relatively large freedom in the exploration
of the quark or hyperon impact in core-collapse supernova
studies [5,43–50]. With that, we construct a quark-hadron
hybrid EOS (hereafter QB), that allows for large hybrid
star maximum masses of � 2.01 M�. We apply this quark
bag hybrid model in addition to the hadronic EOSs LS220,
STOS, and DD2, to simulate the potential impact of quark
matter.

The manuscript is organized as follows. In sect. 2, we
discuss the supernova matter conditions which must be
covered when modeling EOSs applicable for core-collapse
supernova studies. We give an overview of the super-
nova EOS models which are used in the present study.
In sect. 3 we discuss their characteristics, such as nu-
clear matter properties at saturation density, energy per
baryon of cold neutron matter, and the neutron-star mass-
radius relations and compare these quantities with avail-
able constraints. In sect. 4 we explore the impact of the se-
lected EOSs in core-collapse supernova simulations in both
spherical symmetry and axial symmetry. Moreover, we dis-
cuss the potential impact of light clusters. The manuscript
closes with a summary in sect. 5.

2 Supernova equations of state

2.1 General overview

Figure 1 illustrates the large variety of conditions which
has to be handled by a supernova EOS. At temperatures
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Temperature and density (lower scale
shows the baryon density and the upper scale shows the rest-
mass density) reached during a standard core-collapse super-
nova simulation at several 100ms post bounce. The color-
coding shows the electron fraction Ye.

below ∼ 0.5MeV, time-dependent strong and weak reac-
tions are important to determine the nuclear composition
which is dominated by heavy nuclei and is initially given
by the progenitor model. In this regime, nuclear α-reaction
networks are commonly used which include about 14–20
nuclear species. The nuclear EOS has to be able to re-
produce the ideal gas of iron-group nuclei which at tem-
peratures of ∼ 0.5MeV reaches a state of chemical and
thermal equilibrium, known as nuclear statistical equilib-
rium (NSE). In NSE, the nuclear EOS can be determined
from three independent variables: the temperature T , the
rest-mass density ρ (alternatively the baryon number den-
sity, nB

1), and the total proton-to-baryon ratio Yp which
is equal to the electron faction Ye due to charge neutral-
ity. Heavy nuclei exist at densities up to normal nuclear
matter density ρ0 � 2.5 × 1014 g cm−3 (n0 � 0.15 fm−3)
and temperatures below ∼ 5MeV. They are most rele-
vant during the contraction of the stellar core, when the
entropy per baryon is low on the order of a few kB . At
higher temperatures and densities close to and above ρ0,
nuclei dissolve into uniform matter composed of nucleons.
The transition region where (heavy) nuclear clusters and
free nucleons co-exist is known as inhomogeneous nuclear
matter.

2.2 Hadronic SN EOS models

The classical supernova EOSs for NSE conditions are
those from refs. [21] (LS) and [22] (STOS). We apply

1 The restmass density used here is related to the baryon
number density by ρ = mBnB , with mB = 1.674 × 10−24 g as
an (arbitrary) reference mass.

both in the present study. LS is based on the liquid-
drop model and includes surface effects as well as a
Maxwell-Boltzmann gas for α particles. It has been pro-
vided to users in form of routines for three different values
of the compressibility modulus, 180MeV, 220MeV, and
375MeV. STOS is based on the RMF description of homo-
geneous nuclear matter, combined with the Thomas-Fermi
approach for heavy nuclei and a Maxwell-Boltzmann gas
for α particles. Both classical supernova EOSs use the
SNA at conditions where heavy nuclei are present (mainly
at low entropy per baryon) with an average representative
atomic mass and charge. In particular, light nuclear clus-
ters are not considered.

Recently, a new supernova EOS model has been pro-
vided which goes beyond the SNA [27] (hereafter HS). It is
based on the extended nuclear statistical model of ref. [27]
and includes a detailed nuclear composition with up to
10000 nuclear species. This EOS model thereby allows for
investigations of additional structures, such as light nu-
clear clusters at sub-saturation density and their poten-
tial impact on supernova dynamics as well as the neu-
trino signal. For the nucleon interactions, various differ-
ent RMF models are included. The EOS tables are avail-
able online for the parametrizations TM1 [25], TMA [51],
FSUgold [52], IUFSU [53], DD2 [26], NL3 [54], SFHo,
and SFHx [29] (see table 1 on the personal homepage of
one of the authors2, the comprehensive CompOSE EOS
database3, and the stellarcollapse.org page4). The
two new RMF parametrizations SFHo and SFHx have
been deduced only very recently [29] and are motivated
by neutron star radius measurements from low-mass X-
ray binaries. For the supernova simulations which will be
presented in the following, we have selected DD2.

The main characteristics of the HS EOS is that it
combines a statistical ensemble of different nuclei within
NSE with a RMF model for the unbound nucleons. The
dissolution of nuclei at high densities is achieved by an
excluded volume mechanism. A similar approach to con-
struct supernova EOSs, based on a modified statistical
model, has recently been published in refs. [55, 56]. Such
statistical approaches are frequently used in the analysis of
nuclear fragmentation reactions, where the so-called Sta-
tistical Multifragmentation Model is well established [57],
and which also can be applied for supernova matter [58].
For a detailed comparison study of these three models,
mainly focusing on heavy nuclei, see ref. [59].

Another important aspect of the subsaturation super-
nova EOS is the formation of light nuclear clusters, e.g., in
the shock-heated matter. The generalized RMF (gRMF)
model of refs. [26, 60] represents a very interesting new
concept for the description of supernova matter with the
emphasis on clusterization. This model utilizes the bind-
ing energy shifts due to Pauli blocking obtained from the
Quantum Statistical (QS) model (see, e.g., refs. [61, 62]).
The QS model itself can also be used to calculate the

2 http://phys-merger.physik.unibas.ch/~hempel/eos.

html.
3 http://compose.obspm.fr.
4 http://stellarcollapse.org/equationofstate.
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equation of state including light clusters. In the HS model,
the quantum medium effects are mimicked by the excluded
volume approach. In ref. [63] it was shown that the abun-
dances predicted with the HS model mostly lie inbetween
the results of the gRMF and QS models, i.e. there is a
good agreement for the prediction of the composition.
However, thermodynamic quantities such as the free or
internal energy show a moderate model dependency in
the range where nuclear clusters are abundant. Another
important approach for clusterized matter is given by the
virial EOS [64]. At very low densities it is model inde-
pendent, on the other hand, it cannot be applied at high
densities, because it fails to describe the dissolution of nu-
clear clusters.

Another approach for the supernova EOS is presented
in refs. [65, 66]. For low densities it uses the virial EOS.
Here, the aforementioned problem does not occur, because
intermediate densities are described with Hartree calcula-
tions of RMF interactions for a single representative heavy
nucleus. For even higher densities close to normal nuclear
matter density, uniform matter is obtained. Three differ-
ent supernova EOS tables are already available for this
model, namely for the RMF interactions FSUgold and
NL3, and another one where FSUgold was phenomeno-
logically modified, by adding artificially a pressure term
in order to give a maximum neutron star mass of 2.1 M�.
This interaction is called FSU2.1.

A detailed comparison between the HS and G. Shen
EOS has not been given so far in the literature. It would
be very interesting, because it would allow to identify fur-
ther the impact of the model description of nuclei, keeping
the nucleon interactions unmodified. In ref. [29] something
similar was already done for the HS(TM1) and STOS EOS
which are both based on TM1 interactions. However, such
a comparison would be beyond the scope of the present
article. Here, we concentrate on the effect in simulations
of a new EOS which is consistent with most available con-
straints, namely HS(DD2), with the two standard models
LS and STOS.

2.3 Quark matter

At densities on the order of several times n0, the wave
functions of individual nucleons start to overlap. As a con-
sequence the description of nuclear matter composed of
distinguishable nucleons could start to break down, result-
ing in a phase transition to the quark-gluon plasma. How-
ever, the conditions at which a phase transition may take
place are currently highly uncertain. It can be constrained
from heavy-ion experiments to some extend but the state
of matter in heavy-ion collisions is intrinsically different
to the one obtained in core-collapse supernovae. This is
due to the large isospin asymmetry of matter and at least
partial weak equilibrium. The search for a possible phase
transition is part current and future heavy-ion experimen-
tal research at FAIR at the GSI/Darmstadt (Germany),
NICA in Dubna (Russia), and RHIC in Brookhaven (US).

In our study, we chose a representative quark matter
EOS based on STOS for hadronic matter and the simple

quark bag model for strange-quark matter. We select a
bag constant of B(1/4) = 139MeV and a strong inter-
action coupling constant αs = 0.7 (for more details see
ref. [50] and references therein). The parameters are se-
lected such that the resulting quark bag hybrid EOS (here-
after QB) has a hybrid star maximum mass of 2.04 M�
and is thereby consistent with neutron star mass mea-
surements [67,68]. The corresponding phase diagram fea-
tures an extended quark-hadron co-existence region, i.e.
a two-phase mixture. The properties of the latter depend
on the selected quark matter parameters and the chosen
criterium for the construction of the mixed phase. In this
approach,we apply the Gibbs construction. Under super-
nova conditions, i.e. temperatures on the order of tens of
MeV and electron fractions of Ye � 0.2–0.3, the critical
density for the onset the two-phase mixture of hadronic
and quark matter is close to saturation density.

3 Characteristics and constraints of SN EOSs

The saturation properties at T = 0 for all mentioned
hadronic supernova EOSs are listed in table 1, except for
LS375, which is ruled out due to its too high value of the
incompressibility. The EOS of STOS is based on the TM1
parameterization, and the EOSs of G. Shen are based on
NL3 and FSU. Thus we cover almost all nucleon interac-
tions of existing supernova EOSs (for a detailed discussion
of the saturation properties given in table 1, see ref. [29]).
For additional theoretical and experimental constrains on
the nuclear symmetry energy we refer to the other articles
of this EPJA topical issue.

Note that the masses and especially the radii given
in table 1 are slightly different compared to the values
of ref. [29], because we are using a different TOV-solver.
Furthermore, there is a minor error in ref. [29]: the radii
of HS(TM1) and HS(TMA) were accidentally exchanged.
Figure 2 shows the corresponding mass-radius relations to-
gether with the constraints obtained from high-precision
mass determinations [68]. Note that FSU and LS180 are
not compatible with the mass limit of J0348+0432 [68].
IUFSU was built to reach the mass limit of PSR J1614-
2230 [67] but is below the lower 1-σ limit of the slightly
more-massive NS which was reported recently in ref. [68].
All other SN EOS are compatible with the current maxi-
mum neutron-star mass constraint of 2.01 ± 0.04 M�.

The determination of NS radii is still a very challeng-
ing task. Several groups obtain substantially different re-
sults [23, 70–73] due to distinct model assumptions, e.g.
composition and properties of the atmosphere. Neverthe-
less, a qualitative agreement of most studies points to
moderate neutron-star radii for neutron stars with 1.4 M�
which is also consistent with Chiral EFT [15, 16]. For
this reason, we include the results form the analysis of
ref. [23] in fig. 2 as a representative example. The sim-
ple non-linear RMF models TM1, TMA, and NL3, which
do not contain additional meson couplings like FSUgold
typically lead to large neutron star radii (see also ta-
ble 1). The density-dependent RMF DD2 parameteriza-
tion comes close (within 1 km) to the observational radius
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Table 1. Nuclear matter properties at saturation density, n0, and zero temperature for our selection of hadronic SN EOS
currently available. Listed are binding energy, E0, incompressibility, K, symmetry energy, S, slope of the symmetry energy, L,
radius of a 1.4 M� neuron star, R1.4 and maximum gravitational mass, Mmax.

EOS
n0 E0 K S L R1.4 Mmax

[fm−3] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [km] [M�]

SFHo 0.1583 16.19 245 31.57 47.10 11.89 2.06

SFHx 0.1602 16.16 238 28.67 23.18 11.99 2.13

HS(TM1) 0.1455 16.31 281 36.95 110.99 14.47 2.21

HS(TMA) 0.1472 16.03 318 30.66 90.14 13.85 2.02

HS(FSUgold) 0.1482 16.27 229 32.56 60.43 12.55 1.74

HS(DD2) 0.1491 16.02 243 31.67 55.04 13.22 2.42

HS(IUFSU) 0.1546 16.39 231 31.29 47.20 12.68 1.95

HS(NL3) 0.1482 16.24 272 37.39 118.49 14.77 2.79

STOS(TM1) 0.1452 16.26 281 36.89 110.79 14.50 2.22

LS (180) 0.1550 16.00 180 28.61 73.82 12.16 1.84

LS (220) 0.1550 16.00 220 28.61 73.82 12.67 2.05

Exp. ∼ 0.15 ∼ 16 240 ± 10(a) 29.0–32.7(b) 40.5–61.9(c) 10.4–12.9(c) � 2.0(d),(e)

(a)
Ref. [69].

(b)
Ref. [24].

(c)
Ref. [29].

(d)
Ref. [67], 1.97 ± 0.04 M�.

(e)
Ref. [68], 2.01 ± 0.04 M�.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Mass-radius relations for cold neutron
stars in β-equilibrium for various different SN EOSs.

constraints. IUFSU was constructed to have both, small
neutron-star radii like FSUgold and a large neutron star
maximum mass (see fig. 2). The authors of SFHo and
SFHx even extended this approach by fitting the EOS di-
rectly to the neutron star radius measurements. The two
non-relativistic EOSs LS180 and LS220 are also compati-
ble with small neutron star radii.

It is interesting to note that LS180 and FSU, as well as
LS220 and IUFSU, have similar mass-radius curves. Nev-
ertheless, the two LS models have very different neutron
matter EOSs, as will be shown below. Furthermore, the
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Energy per baryon of neutron matter
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obtained with Chiral EFT from ref. [74]. The different lines
show various available supernova EOS, for details see text.

LS models lead to notable differences in core-collapse su-
pernova simulations compared to FSUgold as was demon-
strated in refs. [28,29].

Figure 3 shows the energy per baryon, E/N , for neu-
tron matter at T = 0 for the same set of EOSs. The neu-
tron matter EOS is important because its energy, E/N ,
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gives a contribution to the nuclear symmetry energy, S.
The slope of the curves is also important as it is directly
related to the pressure p via

p = n2 ∂ (E/N)
∂n

. (1)

Here, n is the neutron number density. Note that the
pressure of isospin symmetric nuclear matter is by defini-
tion zero at saturation density. Consequently, the pressure
of neutron matter dominates the total baryon pressure
around ρ0.

Sophisticated new theoretical constraints for the neu-
tron matter EOS became available in the last years. One
of them is obtained from Chiral EFT. The latter repre-
sents a systematic approach to low-density nuclear mat-
ter and allows to estimate theoretical error bars. The con-
straints from ref. [74] at N3LO are shown in fig. 3 via the
gray band. We remark that this band is consistent with
many other up-to-date sophisticated models for neutron
matter, for example Quantum Monte-Carlo [75], Auxil-
iary Field Diffusion Monte-Carlo calculations [76], or older
variational calculations [77].

The lines in fig. 3 depict the different neutron matter
EOSs. The used colors distinguish the main characteris-
tics of the underlying model for the bulk nucleon EOS. In
yellow we present the results of the two LS non-relativistic
Skyrme-like EOSs. They show significant deviations which
were first noted in ref. [74]. The neutron matter EOS of
LS180 is so soft that it even exhibits a region with negative
neutron pressure where d(E/N)/dn < 0.

Red lines (NL3, TM1, and TMA) depict standard non-
linear RMF models, where self-interactions of the ω and
σ mesons are included. These models experience problems
in reproducing the results from Chiral EFT: At low den-
sities they provide too much binding while at high densi-
ties they are too repulsive. The green lines (FSUgold, and
IUFSU) show two RMF models where the ω-ρ coupling
is included. Even though FSU was not fitted to neutron
matter constraints it is in excellent qualitative agreement.
However, its maximum neutron star mass is too small. For
the construction of the IUFSU parameter set the authors
modified FSU to obtain a sufficiently high neutron star
maximum mass and fitted to the neutron skin thickness
of 208Pb at the same time. As can be seen in fig. 3, IUFSU
leads to the highest E/N at densities below 0.1 fm−3. One
can conclude that the ω-ρ coupling is one possibility to
obtain a reasonable behavior of the neutron matter EOS,
even though it is difficult to obtain high enough maximum
neutron star masses simultaneously.

The dotted black line shows DD2. It is the only rel-
ativistic SN EOS which is based on linear, but density-
dependent couplings. The DD2 EOS has an excellent
qualitative and quantitative agreement with Chiral EFT
across all densities. Note that the parameterization DD,
which is basically identical to DD2, (for details, see [26,
78]) has been introduced long before any of these con-
straints became available at the current precision. In the
two models, SFHo and SFHx, shown by blue lines, vari-
ous additional couplings and self-couplings are included.

These two parameter sets have been determined only by
charge radii and binding energies of finite nuclei and neu-
tron star observations. Interestingly, they also give a bet-
ter neutron-matter EOS than most of the other models.
The polynomial ansatz of the couplings of ref. [79] used
in these two models is flexible enough to comply with
various different EOS constraints, similar to the density-
dependent approach. On the other hand, it has to be noted
that the neutron-matter EOS of SFHx has some unex-
pected density dependence slightly below and up to satu-
ration density (see fig. 3).

The purple dashed line in fig. 3 shows the QB EOS,
where the phase transition to strange quark matter sets
in at about 0.07 fm−3. Pure quark matter is reached at
about 10 × n0. The appearance of quark matter leads to
pronounced differences to Chiral EFT for E/N . However,
it is not clear if these constraints can be applied to an
EOS with quark degrees of freedom. Note also that the
quark densities within the two-phase mixture are generally
higher than the total number density.

In conclusion, based on Chiral EFT, the neutron-
matter EOS of LS and STOS as well as several other SN
EOS can be classified as not compatible with recent con-
straints on the neutron matter EoS at low densities up to
n0, which also influences the density dependence of the
symmetry energy. However, we remark that in SN matter
trapped neutrinos prohibit extremely neutron-rich condi-
tions with proton fractions Yp � 0.1 and high tempera-
tures. Therefore, it cannot be expected that a difference of
a few MeV in the neutron-matter EOS has crucial conse-
quences in core-collapse SN simulations. Nevertheless, the
neutron matter EOS is an important aspect of nuclear
matter and therefore these theoretical constraints should
be taken into account. Note also that the presence of ad-
ditional structures, for example nuclear clusters at sub-
saturation densities and quark matter at super-saturation
densities, is neither represented by the saturation quanti-
ties listed in table 1 nor by the low-density neutron mat-
ter EOS in fig. 3. Such additional degrees of freedom may
have a strong impact on neutron star data as well as on
the supernova dynamics and observable signals, in partic-
ular when high temperatures and large isospin asymmetry
are reached.

4 Results from core-collapse supernova
simulations

In the following paragraphs, we will discuss the impact
of the selected EOSs on the dynamics and the neutrino
signal of core-collapse SNe. For this, we apply the 11.2M�
progenitor model from ref. [80].

We will start our discussion with spherically symmetric
simulations based on accurate neutrino transport. Below,
we will briefly illustrate the differences to simulations in
axial symmetry with spectral neutrino transport approx-
imation.
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4.1 Simulations in spherical symmetry

Core-collapse supernova simulations in spherical symme-
try are performed with the code AGILE-Boltztran. It is
based on general relativistic radiation hydrodynamics and
accurate three-flavor Boltzmann neutrino transport (see
ref. [81] and references therein). For a list of implemented
weak processes, see table I in ref. [82]. For these spherically
symmetric simulations, explosions could not be obtained
for the simulated post-bounce evolution up to 300ms.

Recently, improved rates for electron captures on
heavy nuclei have become available [83]. The authors cal-
culate individual capture rates and spectra for several
1000 nuclear species. Finally, composition-averaged spec-
tra and rates are provided by ref. [83], for which a distribu-
tion of the nuclear composition is assumed following free
nuclear statistical equilibrium. It is valid for temperatures
above ∼ 0.5MeV and densities ρ ≤ 1013 g cm−3, above
which ignoring nuclear interactions cannot be justified.
The authors of ref. [83] provide rates and spectra in tabu-
lar form in the three independent variables temperature,
density and electron fraction, for which we apply linear in-
terpolation. For details of the implementation, see ref. [84].
In the supernova simulations, the composition-averaged
rates are then multiplied with the number density of heavy
nuclei n〈A〉 obtained from the averaged nuclear composi-
tion given in terms of the average nuclear mass 〈A〉 pro-
vided by the HS EOS. Even though the ensemble con-
sidered in the rates of [83] may be slightly different than
the one obtained with the HS EOS, it is at least obtained
with a similar underlying description. Conversely, in the
LS and STOS EOSs, only a representative heavy nucleus
is considered, whose mass number can be systematically
higher than in a statistical ensemble [85]. Consequently,
these EOSs are less consistent with the recent electron
capture rates. In general, these rates represent an exten-
sion of the subset computed in ref. [86]. In comparison to
the very simplified rates provided in ref. [87], they result
in generally lower central values of Ye and a different Ye

profile towards lower densities at core bounce.
The classical supernova EOSs, LS220 and STOS, have

been widely discussed in the literature (see, e.g., [88,89]),
also in the context of multi- dimensional supernova simu-
lations [12, 90, 91]. In the preceding paragraphs, we com-
pare simulations using the supernova EOSs LS220, STOS,
HS(DD2) and the QB quark-matter EOS. Figure 4 shows
the bounce profiles as a function of the enclosed baryon
mass of selected quantities, from top to bottom: velocity
(v), density (ρ), temperature (T ), free symmetry energy
(SF

B ), and electron (Ye) as well as lepton fraction (YL) in
thick and thin lines, respectively. Note that since in su-
pernova simulations we are dealing with finite and even
high temperatures, it is the free symmetry energy which
determines, e.g., the state of β-equilibrium and not the
internal symmetry energy. The free symmetry energy SF

B
is defined via the expansion of the baryonic free energy
per baryon in terms of the asymmetry, β = 1 − 2Ye, as
follows:

FB(T, ρ, β) � F 0
B + β2SF

B + O(β4), (2)
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Bounce profiles with respect to the en-
closed baryon mass of selected quantities, comparing the su-
pernova EOSs LS220 (green lines), HS(DD2) (magenta lines),
STOS (blue lines) and QB139αS0.7 (black lines).

with F 0
B = FB(T, ρ, β = 0). For uniform matter composed

of only nucleons, and if the neutron-proton rest-mass dif-
ference is neglected, only even terms appear in the ex-
pansion above due to the exchange symmetry of neutrons
and protons. Differentiating eq. (2) with respect to β and
ignoring the higher-order terms leads to

μn − μp = 4β SF
B (T, ρ) . (3)

Here, we use this expression to extract SF
B from the sim-

ulation results. The underlying expansion is a good ap-
proximation for homogeneous nuclear matter in the ab-
sence of nuclear clusters and low asymmetries. Contrary,
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the parabolic expansion of the EOS does not work well
any more if their is a sizable contribution of nuclei, as was
shown in refs. [26, 92].

Electron captures on protons bound in nuclei deter-
mine the evolution during the stellar core contraction.
They determine the conditions obtained at neutrino trap-
ping which, in turn, sets the core lepton fraction YL. Since
we use the same composition-averaged rates for electron
captures in all simulations, the average nuclear composi-
tion, which is provided by the EOS, determines the core
lepton fraction. I.e. fast deleptonization results in low YL,
which is the case for LS220, while the opposite holds for
STOS (see fig. 4). For LS220 the mass of the representative
heavy nucleus A is generally smaller than for STOS, and
hence the electron capture rates are larger for LS220 than
for STOS. Moreover, the nuclear composition of HS(DD2)
differs only little from that of LS220, e.g., in terms of the
average nuclear mass, and hence the core lepton fraction
of HS(DD2) and LS220 differ only slightly. The Thomas-
Fermi approximation of STOS leads generally to larger nu-
clei and hence, since the deleptonization proceeds slower
than for LS220 and HS(DD2), it results in higher core YL.

Beyond neutrino trapping, only a few milliseconds be-
fore core bounce, the further evolution of Ye is determined
by the symmetry energy. Comparing STOS and LS220,
the generally lower free symmetry energy of LS220 ex-
plains the overall lower electron fraction of the inner core.
It results in higher central densities and less mass enclosed
inside the shock at core bounce for LS220 (see fig. 4). At
saturation density, HS(DD2) has a lower(higher) free sym-
metry energy than STOS(LS220). However, in supernova
simulations also the density dependence of the symmetry
energy SF

B (T, ρ) is of relevance, and hence the slope of the
symmetry energy. The less steep rise of SF

B at all densi-
ties (see fig. 4(d)) is in agreement with a lower value of
L for HS(DD2), in comparison to LS220 and STOS (see
table 1). At supersaturation densities, for HS(DD2) the
rise of SF

B towards increasing densities reduces to a level
where SF

B reaches values close to those of LS220. At sub-
saturation densities, the shallow slope of SF

B results in the
largest symmetry energy for HS(DD2), slightly above that
of STOS. Note that the different values of SF (T, ρ) could
also be influenced by the different temperatures. Overall,
the core symmetry energy for HS(DD2) lies between those
of LS220 and STOS, and hence the core Ye for HS(DD2)
has values between those of the two extreme EOS LS220
and STOS. Consequently, the central density of HS(DD2)
as well as the core density profile lay between those of
LS220 and STOS. The different temperature profiles, also
shown in fig. 4, are related to the different compactness
and are partly given in terms of the different electron frac-
tion profiles for LS220 and STOS. For a detailed discussion
of the core-collapse phase comparing LS220 and STOS,
see, e.g., ref. [28].

Recently, the possible appearance of quark matter
in the supernova core received increasing attention (see,
e.g., [5, 43, 44, 49]). Therefore, we also show results ob-
tained for simulations which include the QB EOS. This
EOS was introduced above and is consistent with massive
neutron stars. Up to the conditions for the appearance of

quark matter, the core evolution during contraction and
the core-bounce profile matches the one of the STOS sim-
ulation by construction (see fig. 4). Only above the critical
density for the onset of strange quark matter differences
occur. These are a slightly higher central density as a con-
sequence of the lower core electron fraction obtained. The
latter aspect is related to the lower symmetry energy of
quark matter (see fig. 4). However, the core lepton frac-
tion, which is determined at neutrino trapping at densities
below the appearance of strange quark matter, is not af-
fected. The symmetry energy of the QB EOS and its den-
sity dependence is also discussed in fig. 3 of ref. [48]. These
are important effects which are not covered by the satu-
ration properties of nuclear matter at T = 0. However,
despite the extended quark-hadron mixed phase, only a
slight softening of the high-density EOS is obtained in
comparison to STOS. Moreover, the central region of the
PNS where quark matter appears, remains stable up to
several seconds after core-bounce. Pure quark matter is
never reached. Initial expectations, that the PNS may un-
dergo a second collapse resulting in the formation of a
strong hydrodynamic shock wave as obtained in [5,44,49],
could not be fulfilled for the particular quark-matter prop-
erties of the QB EOS.

The post-bounce evolution during the first 300ms is
shown in fig. 5. Once the expanding bounce shock stalls,
due to energy-losses from neutrino emission and the con-
tinuous dissociation of infalling heavy nuclei, the early
post-bounce evolution is generally determined by mass
accretion from the continuously gravitationally collaps-
ing layers above the stellar core. It leads to a slow but
continuous mass growth of the central PNS (given by the
mass enclosed inside the shock), as illustrated in fig. 5(b).
The sudden drop of the mass-accretion rate after about
100ms post bounce is due to the infall of the interface be-
tween Fe-core and Si-layer onto the shock, above which the
baryon density is significantly lower. The PNS growth rate
is generally determined by the softness of nuclear mat-
ter at both, high densities for the central properties of
the PNS, and low/intermediate densities. The latter as-
pect is relevant for the compression of accumulated mat-
ter on the PNS surface. EOS differences obtained for the
mass-growth rate are small, indicating a very similar com-
pression behavior at low density during the considered
timescales. The mass growth rates is mainly determined
by the progenitor model. Larger differences are found for
the evolution of the bounce shock and the neutrinospheres
(see top panel in fig. 5) after shock stalling at about 100ms
post bounce. These are mainly due to the large differ-
ences of the EOSs close to and above saturation density,
which determines the central PNS contraction behavior
(see fig. 3). The very soft LS220, with its extremely low
symmetry energy (see table 1) at n0 and lowest E/N at
sub-saturation densities (see fig. 3) leads to the fastest
PNS contraction.

To this end, figs. 6 and 7 illustrate selected quantities
relevant for the PNS evolution for the simulations with the
different EOS LS220 (green), HS(DD2) (magenta), and
STOS (blue) at about 20ms and 250ms post bounce, re-
spectively. The central Ye’s (graphs (d) in figs. 6 and 7)
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Post-bounce evolution of selected quan-
tities for the supernova EOSs LS220 (green), HS(DD2) (ma-
genta), and STOS (blue).

correlate with the symmetry energy, for which we show its
contributions to the free symmetry energy, i.e. β2SF

B , in
the graphs (a) (thick lines) in figs. 6 and 7. Note that the
total free energy, Ftot(T, ρ, β) = FB(T, ρ, β)+Fe−e+ +Fγ ,
has contributions from baryons, FB , electrons/positrons,
Fe−e+ and photons Fγ . We use the parabolic expan-
sion eq. (2) for the baryon free energy, decomposed into
symmetric (Ye = 0.5), F 0

B(T, ρ), and asymmetric parts
(Ye �= 0.5), β2 SF

B (T, ρ), both are shown in the graphs (a)
and (b) in figs. 6 and 7. Note that in the graphs (b) in
figs. 6 and 7 we also compare the symmetric part of the
free energy, F 0

B , from the parabolic expansion (thick lines)
with the full free energy obtained from the EOS by set-
ting Ye ≡ 0.5 (thin lines). The small differences are on
the order of 5–10MeV, which we attribute to the pres-
ence of nuclear clusters, whose effect in the EOS cannot
be captured by the parabolic expansion of FB. Moreover,
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at about 250 ms post bounce, comparing the supernova EOSs
LS220 (green), HS(DD2) (magenta), and STOS (blue).

the free energy defines the pressure, P = n2
B∂F/∂nB |T,Ye

,
which is the relevant quantity one has to compare when
concluding about the evolution, e.g., the PNS contrac-
tion behavior as illustrated in fig. 5. In the graphs (c)
of figs. 6 and 7 we show the individual contributions
to the baryon pressure, again separated into symmetric
P 0 and asymmetric parts P asy. Here we define P asy as
the difference of the baryon pressure of asymmetric mat-
ter like in the simulation and of symmetric matter, i.e.
P asy(T, ρ, Ye) = PB(T, ρ, Ye) − PB(T, ρ, Ye = 0.5).

In addition to electron captures, the symmetry energy
determines mainly the evolution until core bounce, which
holds also true for the early post-bounce evolution up to
about 5–10ms. We find that until this moment the asym-
metric baryon EOS, e.g. in terms of free energy and pres-
sure, dominates over the symmetric EOS at all densities.
Note that at even earlier times than shown in fig. 6, the
asymmetric baryon EOS dominates over the symmetric,
e.g., P asy

B 
 P 0
B at all densities. The situation changes

only slowly as a consequence of the continuously rising
temperature, starting in particular at low densities which
is associated with the propagation of the bounce shock. As
a consequence, the thermal contribution to the symmetric
EOS becomes increasingly larger. At some point, the sym-
metric pressure P 0

B rises not only above the asymmetric
one P asy

B but it even dominates over the electron/positron
gas Pe−e+ , e.g., at low and intermediate densities as shown
in fig. 6 at about 20ms after core bounce. Note that
at high densities, the electron/positron contributions still
dominate over the baryon EOS. All EOS under investiga-
tion show qualitatively the same behavior during the early
post-bounce phase.

The temperature increases continuously during the
later post-bounce evolution, as illustrated in fig. 7(e).
It is a direct consequence adiabatic compression induced
from the continuous mass accretion prior to the shock re-
vival, i.e. the explosion onset. Hence the importance of
the symmetric contributions to the baryon EOS increases.
At about 250ms post bounce, the symmetric baryon EOS
dominates over the asymmetric one at all densities (see
graphs (a)–(c) in fig. 7). Only at very high densities, close
to and above normal nuclear matter density, the values for
symmetric and asymmetric baryon pressure contributions
become of similar magnitude. The continuously decreasing
electron/positron pressure, Pe−e+ , which is also shown in
fig. 7(c), is related to the decreasing density and also to the
decreasing Ye and T with decreasing density. The symmet-
ric part of the free energy as well as the electron/positron
energy, are dominated by the temperature term (compare
temperature curves in fig. 7(e) and the F ’s in fig. 7(a)).
Hence, the symmetry energy is only a perturbation dur-
ing the later (∼ 100ms) post-bounce evolution. In this
very aspect, supernova physics differs from that of cold
neutron-stars, for which the symmetry energy dominates,
e.g., the slope of the symmetry energy determines domi-
nantly neutron star radii. Note that the central tempera-
tures differ only by few MeV for all simulations (fig. 7(e)).
However, the fastest contraction is obtained for LS220,
with hence highest peak temperatures and lowest central
Ye (fig. 7(d)). The less compact PNSs of the RMF EOSs
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HS(DD2) and STOS have significantly lower peak tem-
perature, also shifted towards lower densities.

Note that the properties around saturation density are
of relevance for the central compression behavior of the
PNS, even if the densities exceed n0. The simulation us-
ing the very stiff STOS, with a very large symmetry en-
ergy and a high value of E/N , results in the slowest PNS
contraction. Our choice of the optimal EOS HS(DD2) lies
in between LS220 and STOS. Note that neither LS220
nor STOS are in the overall acceptance range for the
neutron-matter EOS predicted from Chiral EFT. With
that, HS(DD2) has an optimal density dependence (see
fig. 3). This shows that not only nuclear matter properties,
such as the symmetry energy, at saturation density are of
importance but also their density dependence. Moreover,
conclusions which are drawn on supernova dynamics from
the saturation properties of nuclear matter at T = 0 ap-
ply only partially because supernova matter, in particular
inside the PNS, is isospin asymmetric and has finite and
even high temperatures. At low densities, neutrino decou-
pling and hence neutrino cooling/heating takes place (see
the evolution of the neutrinospheres in the top panel of
fig. 5 and the density at the neutrinospheres in the bot-
tom panel). Differences between HS(DD2) and STOS are
small and can be related to the different nuclear matter
properties at very low densities, originating from a differ-
ent description of nuclei. Only LS220, with the rapid PNS
contraction, leads to significantly higher densities and also
a much more compact PNS with a higher central density
and peak temperature. This may be due to the extremely
low symmetry energy at ρ0 as well as neutron-matter en-
ergy E/N at sub-saturation densities (see fig. 3).

The corresponding evolution of neutrino luminosi-
ties and average energies for the hadronic EOSs LS220,
HS(DD2), and STOS, are illustrated in figs. 8 and 9, re-
spectively. The quantities are sampled in the co-moving
frame of reference at a radius of 1000 km. Detailed com-
parisons, in particular between LS and STOS, have al-
ready been provided by [28, 29, 89, 93, 94]. Differences ob-
tained during the core collapse phase, as well as for the
deleptonization burst (see figs. 8(a), (b) and 9(a), (b)), are
related to the different nuclear composition. However, in
view of the possible shock revival after shock stalling on
timescales on the order of several 100ms, differences ob-
tained during the post-bounce evolution play a more im-
portant role. The average energies obey a clear hierarchy
with 〈Eνe

〉 < 〈Eν̄e
〉 < 〈Eνμ/τ

〉. This reflects the different
neutrino decoupling regions (νe: lowest density, ν̄e: higher
density due to different Q-value for charged-current reac-
tion, νμ/τ : highest density) resulting from weak processes
that contribute to the corresponding neutrino flavors (for
details, see refs. [82, 95, 96] and references therein). The
fast(slow) PNS contractions, due to the soft(stiff) EOS
LS220(STOS) result in high(low) average neutrino ener-
gies (see figs. 9(b), (d)). The faster PNS contraction for
LS220 is also reflected in the steeper slope of the luminos-
ity (see figs. 8(b), (d)), indicating faster retracting neutri-
nospheres at the PNS surface. This is related to the fastest
drop in the mass accretion rate for supernova simulations
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Post-bounce evolution of the neutrino
luminosities for the supernova EOSs LS220 (green), HS(DD2)
(magenta), and STOS (blue).

using LS220 (in comparison to those with STOS and
HS(DD2)). This effect is most pronounced for the elec-
tron (anti)neutrinos which decouple at lowest densities.
The PNS contraction of the novel HS(DD2) EOS lies in
between the LS220 and STOS EOSs regarding the evolu-
tion of the average energy and luminosity for the entire
post-bounce phase.

4.2 Supernova explosions in axial symmetry

The axially symmetric supernova simulations discussed
here are based on Newtonian radiation hydrodynamics. It
employs the ZEUS-2D hydrodynamics code [97] and neu-
trino radiative transfer for νe and ν̄e using the Isotropic
Diffusion Source Approximation (IDSA). It is well cali-
brated to reproduce the results of full Boltzmann trans-
port during the accretion phase prior to the possible on-
set of an explosion [98]. For details about the supernova
model, see refs. [12,99,100]. In addition to axially symmet-
ric simulation, we have performed fully three-dimensional
neutrino-radiation-hydrodynamic simulations [101]. Here,
we compare the two EOS LS220 and STOS, for both
of which neutrino-driven explosions were obtained aided
by convection and the standing accretion shock instabil-
ity (SASI). Note that differences between Newtonian and
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Post-bounce evolution of the aver-
age neutrino energies for the supernova EOSs LS220 (green),
HS(DD2) (magenta), and STOS (blue).

fully relativistic simulations have been discussed in detail
in ref. [102] based on the spherically symmetric case.

In multi-dimensional supernova simulations, convec-
tion and hydrodynamic instabilities, which are driven by
neutrino heating and cooling, dominate the post-bounce
evolution. Consequently, differences to the spherical case
can be very large and the above reported differences due
to the nuclear EOS may be altered [12, 90, 91]. Currently
available multi-dimensional supernova simulations indi-
cate a structural feedback of the PNS to the SN dynamics
at lower densities. It relates to the mass enclosed inside
the gain region, for which the evolution is shown in fig. 10
comparing LS220 and STOS for the same 11.2 M� progen-
itor as discussed above. The softer LS220 leads to signifi-
cantly more mass enclosed inside the heating region than
the stiffer STOS (for details, see ref. [12]). This, in turn,
leads to larger heating and a more optimistic situation for
the onset of a neutrino driven explosion for LS220, which
is contrary to the spherically symmetric simulations.

The difference of these simulations comes from how
the PNS contracts. The faster contraction leads to the
stronger pressure wave generation around the surface of
PNS. The pressure wave hits the shock wave and trans-
fers the momentum to the shock, such that the shock wave
propagates outwards. This feature is well demonstrated in
ref. [12] using a different progenitor model. As mentioned
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(green solid line) and STOS (blue dash-dotted line).
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Post-bounce evolution of the average
shock position for the supernova EOSs LS220 (green solid line)
and STOS (blue dash-dotted line).

in the previous subsection, LS220 implies the faster con-
traction of the PNS than that of STOS, thus our axially
symmetric simulation of LS220 actually indicates better
condition for explosion (see also ref. [2]).

Up to about 50ms post bounce, the axially symmet-
ric simulations agree qualitatively with the spherically
symmetric case, as illustrated via the shock evolution in
fig. 11. The simulations using STOS seem generally more
optimistic for the possible onset of an explosion than for
LS220, i.e. a larger shock radius. However, the larger mass
inside the heating region for LS220 leads to an earlier on-
set of the shock expansion than for STOS. This is aided by
neutrino-driven convection and the development of SASI.
This is the case > 50ms post bounce (see the shock evolu-
tion in fig. 11). Even after the explosion onset, the larger
heating for LS220 remains and leads to a faster shock ex-
pansion to increasingly larger radii than for STOS.
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(a) Mass accretion phase. (b) PNS deleptonization phase.

Fig. 12. (Color online) Mass fractions of free nucleons (blue), α particles (blue), heavy nuclei 〈A〉 (blue) and other light clusters
(red) as well as Ye (black) at two selected conditions relevant for core-collapse supernova studies, prior to a possible explosion
onset at 250 ms post bounce (a) and at about 5 seconds after the explosion onset (b). The top panels show the corresponding
radial profiles of baryon density and temperature. The region of neutrino decoupling is illustrated via the energy-dependent
neutrinospheres where color-coding indicates the neutrino energy.

Note that our axially symmetric simulations omit
heavy-flavor neutrinos and the related energy loss. This,
in combination with Newtonian gravity, may be respon-
sible for the very early onset of explosion in compari-
son to simulations that include more sophisticated micro-
physics [11,13].

4.3 Light nuclear clusters in supernova simulations

One aspect which has received increasing attention during
the last years is the presence of light nuclear clusters and
their potential impact (see, e.g., refs. [26,56,63,103,104]).
The situation is illustrated in fig. 12, where we plot radial
profiles of the mass fractions of the classical supernova
composition, free nucleons and helium (4He), as well as
the light nuclear clusters deuteron (2H) and triton (3H).
The latter two are only included in HS(DD2). The re-
sults that will be discussed in the following are based on
HS(DD2) which takes into account on the order of sev-
eral 1000 heavy nuclear clusters as well as all light nuclear
clusters. The spherically symmetric supernova simulations
are performed with AGILE-Boltztran and use the same
11.2 M� progenitor star as above.

Figure 12(a) represents typical conditions for the post-
bounce mass accretion phase, during which the gradients
of density and temperature at the PNS surface are rela-
tively shallow (see the top panel). In addition, the neutrino
spectra and luminosities are determined from charged-
current processes which take place in the continuously
accumulated material on the PNS surface. Hence, depend-
ing on the neutrino energy, the neutrino decoupling region
spans over a large distance up to the standing accretion
shock at about 100 km (see top panel). Light nuclear clus-
ters exist only in the high-entropy dissociated regime be-
hind the standing bounce shock and their abundance is
low at small densities. With increasing baryon density,
their amount increases reaching the level of free protons
(see bottom panel in fig. 12(a)). At and above saturation
density, the abundances of clusters decrease again and ho-
mogeneous matter is reached. Note, that the nuclear com-
position close to the energy-averaged neutrinospheres (see
top panel in fig. 12(a)) is dominated by free nucleons.
The average neutrino energies are between 10–15MeV.
Deuterons and tritons may affect only the low-energy neu-
trinos with energies of 0.5–5MeV as these decouple at
highest densities where 2H and 3H are as abundant as
protons (see fig. 12(a)). However, these neutrinos have a
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negligible impact on the total energy loss that dominates
at these densities of the cooling region. Moreover, the weak
processes with deuterons and tritons which determine the
energy loss are highly suppressed due to the large Q-value.
In the heating region behind the bounce shock, densities
are significantly smaller with mass fractions of deuterons
and tritons being lower by several orders of magnitude.
Hence, a strong impact of light nuclear clusters on neu-
trino heating/cooling and thereby on the supernova dy-
namics cannot be expected prior to the possible explosion
onset.

The situation changes once the standing accretion
shock has been revived. The latter determines the on-
set of the supernova explosion. To model this phase for
an evolution up to several seconds after the explosion on-
set, we apply the spherically symmetric SN code AGILE-
Boltztran and enhance the neutrino heating/cooling rates
in order to trigger the explosion. Once the shock has
been revived, we switch back to the standard rates (for
details, see [89]). The mass fractions of free nucleons,
alpha particles, and other light clusters are shown in
the bottom panel of fig. 12(b), at about 5 s after the
explosion onset. At this point in the simulation mass
accretion vanishes and the PNS settles into a quasi-
stationary state. As a consequence, the gradients of den-
sity and temperature at the PNS surface steepen signifi-
cantly (see top panel). Moreover, the neutrino spectra are
no longer determined by mass accretion but are increas-
ingly dominated by neutral-current processes and there-
fore represent diffusion spectra. Their neutrino decou-
pling shifts to significantly higher densities and spreads
over a large range of densities, with a very small radial
range. In this region, matter is very neutron rich with
Ye = 0.05–0.3. The conditions favor the presence of light
nuclear clusters making them more abundant than free
protons by one order of magnitude (see bottom panel of
fig. 12(b)). On long timescales of 10 s this may influence
the deleptonization of the PNS via weak processes with
the abundant light clusters 2H and 3H. The importance
of clusters in supernova simulations has been discussed
in refs. [56, 103, 104]. Clusters may also leave an imprint
in the neutrino signal and the consequent nucleosynthe-
sis of heavy elements in the neutrino-driven wind which
is ejected form the PNS surface via continuous neutrino
heating after a successful explosion. The description of
this phase requires a consistent implementation of weak
processes and the nuclear EOS, i.e. taking into account
medium modifications for charged and neutral current
weak rates with nucleons [82, 105, 106]. These medium
modifications of the vacuum Q-value are related to the
nuclear symmetry energy. Note that when implement-
ing such weak processes with, e.g., 2H and 3H in super-
nova codes, it is important to consider not only final-state
Pauli blocking for both nucleons and electrons/positrons
but also the medium modifications of the vacuum Q-
values. The latter will dominate the energetics of the weak
processes with light clusters at high densities (∼ 1013–
1014 g cm−3) where these are as abundant as protons. Gen-
erally, this leads to a suppression of the low-energy neu-
trinos.
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Fig. 13. (Color online) Free symmetry energy (top) and
mass fraction of nuclei (bottom) comparing the different EOS
HS(IUF) (red solid lines), HS(DD2) (blue dashed lines), and
SFHx (black dotted lines). We compare two different defini-
tions SF

B , the difference of the free energy per baryon of neu-
tron matter and symmetric matter (thin lines) compared with
the free symmetry energy of only nucleons (thick lines). The
profiles are those from the supernova explosion simulation at
about 5 s after explosion onset shown in fig. 12(b).

5 Symmetry energy impact on cluster
formation in supernovae

As mentioned above, the formation of nuclei gives a con-
tribution to the symmetry energy. However, it is also in-
teresting to ask for the effect of the symmetry energy of
uniform nuclear matter, i.e., nucleons, on the abundances
of nuclei. To examine this effect we show the summed mass
fractions of nuclei Xnuclei = 1 − Xn − Xp in fig. 13, eval-
uated with three different EOSs: HS(IUF), HS(DD2) and
SFHx. We step back from comparison of the standard su-
pernova EOS LS220 and STOS here, because within their
simplified description of the nuclear composition light nu-
clear clusters are not taken explicitly into account. The
conditions, i.e. density, temperature and Ye profiles, are
taken from the simulation at 5 s after explosion onset as
shown in fig. 12(b). The upper panel in fig. 13 depicts two
different definitions of the free symmetry energy. The thin
lines are the difference of the free energy per baryon of
neutron matter and symmetric matter at the temperature
and density given by the simulation. The thick lines are
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the free symmetry energy of only nucleons, defined by the
second derivative of the free energy with respect to asym-
metry of the baryon EOS. It is evaluated for the partial
density of the nucleons as given by the full EOS.

By comparing the thick and thin lines one can identify
the contribution of non-quadratic terms in the asymme-
try expansion of the EOS, and most importantly also the
effect of nuclei. For radii above 18 km, the mass fraction
of nuclei drops below 10−3. Nevertheless, the two different
definitions of the symmetry energy do not agree, because
for Ye = 0.5 there would be a sizable contribution of nu-
clei. Also for very high densities (i.e. low radii) the two
definitions of the symmetry energy give different results,
mainly because of the quartic contribution of the kinetic
part of the free symmetry energy of nucleons.

Moreover, the different nucleon interactions have also
an impact on the abundance of nuclei. For radii larger than
14 km, basically all EOSs predict the same composition,
because the densities are so low, nB � 0.005 fm−3, that
the nucleon interactions are almost negligible. Further-
more, above 9 km the densities are in excess of saturation
density and temperatures are so high that nuclei are dis-
solved. In the intermediate range between 9–14 km, the
abundances from the different EOS can differ by several
percent, however the overall qualitative behavior is not
changed. Interestingly, the differences found cannot be re-
lated to the symmetry energy. Consider, e.g., the local
minima in Xnuclei of HS(IUF) around 12.5 km. It occurs
in a region, where HS(IUF) provides the highest symme-
try energy, which is connected to its high energy of the
neutron matter EOS at subsaturation density pointed out
before. Intuitively one would expect that a high symmetry
energy of nucleons leads to an enhancement of the abun-
dance of nuclei, but here the opposite is the case. This
means in turn that the different mass fractions are more
related to the differences in the isoscalar part of the nu-
cleon interactions, which is in qualitative agreement with
ref. [107].

A reason for the little effect of the symmetry energy
is simply given by the fact, that the symmetry energies
of the three models in the range of 9 to 14 km are rather
similar. Only for higher densities differences become sig-
nificant, where nuclei are not abundant any more. Fur-
thermore, it is well known that fitting of nuclear energy
density functionals to binding energies of nuclei leads to
a “fix-point” of the symmetry energy around 2/3–3/4 of
saturation density, i.e. where all such models give simi-
lar predictions. In fig. 13 this density is reached around
11.5 km. We can confirm that the free symmetry energies
at this radius are indeed all very similar.

We conclude that (within the HS model) the nucleon
interactions, and in particular the symmetry energy of
nucleons, have only a minor effect on the abundances of
light nuclei in the PNS star envelope. In ref. [63] one of
the authors compared already the predictions for the clus-
ter abundances of the HS EOS with quantum statistical
model and found overall good agreement. A comparison
with the virial EOS would be interesting. However note
that here one is close to the high-density regime where

this EOS cannot be applied any more, because it cannot
achieve the dissociation of light clusters as observed in
fig. 13 below 9 km for the HS EOS.

Note that in the analysis we did not take into account
the effect of the EOS in the simulation, e.g. that different
EOSs will lead to different asymmetries, as discussed in
the previous sections.

6 Summary

In this article we have reviewed a comprehensive selection
of currently used supernova EOSs, all of which differ in
their nuclear matter properties. From Chiral EFT, which
provides currently a sophisticated description of nuclear
matter up to saturation density at zero temperature, most
of their associated neutron-matter EOSs can be ruled out.
It includes in particular the classical and most widely used
EOSs LS and STOS, although they are partly consistent
with current constraints of low-mass neutron star radii
and maximum neutron star masses. The EOS which cur-
rently satisfies most of the nuclear as well as astrophysical
constraints are DD2 and SFHo [29], whereas the latter
was not used in the present study (see also ref. [24]). Note
that even in cases of very similar mass-radius relations
for different EOS, their nuclear matter properties includ-
ing the neutron matter energy per baryon can be very
different. Within the comparison of IUFSU and LS220
we found that extremely different neutron matter EOS
at sub-saturation densities have very similar mass-radius
relations. It shows that for astrophysics, the most rele-
vant EOS differences occur around saturation density and
above, which is consistent with the well known impor-
tance of the slope of the symmetry energy L for neutron
star matter.

We apply a selection of EOSs in core-collapse su-
pernova simulations of a massive Fe-core progenitor of
11.2 M� in spherical symmetry. These are based on gen-
eral relativistic radiation hydrodynamics and three-flavor
Boltzmann neutrino transport. We examine the obtained
differences, such as the conditions at core bounce, and il-
lustrate the early post-bounce evolution prior to the pos-
sible onset of an explosion, comparing LS220, STOS, and
HS(DD2).

During core collapse, the deleptonization is determined
by the electron capture rate [87,108,109]. The rates which
involve heavy nuclei scale with the inverse average nu-
clear mass 〈A〉 which is provided by the EOS. Hence,
we find the fastest(slowest) deleptonization for EOS with
smallest(largest) 〈A〉 such as LS220(STOS) and hence a
low(high) YL at neutrino trapping. Once neutrino trap-
ping is reached and YL changes no more, the further evo-
lution of Ye is determined by the symmetry energy. I.e.,
a large(low) symmetry energy results in a high(low) Ye.
Since HS(DD2) and LS220 have very similar nuclear com-
position, core YL and Ye are more similar than those of
STOS. Note that not only the nuclear matter properties at
saturation density are of relevance but also their density
dependence at finite temperatures.
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The post-bounce evolution is generally determined by
mass accretion onto the bounce shock, which stalls shortly
after its formation. The accumulated material settles onto
the PNS surface to form a thick low-density layer. Of fun-
damental relevance of the PNS evolution, in particular
the contraction behavior, is the EOS and the density de-
pendence of associated nuclear matter properties. We have
found that while the symmetry energy plays the dominant
role during the core-collapse phase until core bounce, it’s
role reduces slowly during the post-bounce evolution. In-
stead, the symmetric part of the baryon EOS, e.g., free
energy and pressure starts to dominate first at low densi-
ties and later at all densities. It is related to the contin-
uously increasing temperatures obtained during the post-
bounce evolution prior to the possible onset of the explo-
sion. Only close to and above saturation density, symmet-
ric and asymmetric contributions become of similar mag-
nitude, however, at these conditions the electron/positron
EOS exceeds the baryon EOS. In this very aspect dur-
ing the post-bounce evolution, PNS and zero temperature
as well as β-equilibrium neutron star physics differ sub-
stantially, since neutron star properties are dominantly
determined by the symmetry energy, e.g., their radii.

Multi-dimensional simulations of neutrino-driven su-
pernova explosions of massive stars have been discussed
recently with regard to a comparison between the LS220
and STOS EOSs [12]. Here, we summarize results for the
same low-mass 11.2 M� progenitor star as discussed above
in spherical symmetry, comparing these two EOS. The
softer LS EOS leads to more optimistic conditions for the
explosion onset than the stiffer STOS. Note that in spher-
ical symmetry the opposite holds. It is attributed to the
larger mass enclosed inside the heating region as a direct
structural feedback of the PNS of the multi-dimensional
simulations, due to the presence of convection and the de-
velopment of hydrodynamic instabilities. It becomes even
more dramatic in case of a more massive 15 M� progen-
itor where neutrino driven explosions were obtained for
LS but not for STOS [12]. The argument that neutrino-
driven explosions are favored for a soft EOS has also been
reported in ref. [90], applying in addition to LS an even
softer EOS. Moreover, in the parametric study of ref. [91]
a similar conclusion has been achieved. However, any of
these simulations were based on Newtonian physics and/or
a simplified treatment of neutrino transport. It remains to
be shown how much the conclusions may change when ap-
plying more advanced input physics, in particular general
relativistic radiation hydrodynamics.

In addition to the standard supernova EOSs, we also
discussed additional degrees of freedom which are not
covered by saturation properties of nuclear matter at
zero temperature. Therefore, we applied a new EOS that
allows for the transition to strange quark matter above
saturation density. It is based on the quark bag model and
allows for massive neutron (hybrid) stars of about 2.0 M�.
The appearance of strange quark matter at core bounce
reduces the symmetry energy above saturation density.
The associated softening of the high-density EOS results
in higher central densities and lower electron fraction at
core bounce. However, initial expectations about unstable

PNS configurations that lead to a collapse, formation of
a strong hydrodynamic shock, and subsequent explosion
could not be fulfilled [5,48]. In addition to EOS uncertain-
ties at high density, we also explored the presence of light
nuclear clusters below saturation density. Although light
clusters, such as deuteron and triton, can be abundant
during the early post-bounce evolution prior to the
explosion onset, their impact on the supernova dynamics
via heating/cooling contributions from weak processes is
expected to be small. In this article, we argue that it is
because light clusters are only equally abundant as free
protons in the region where the main part of the neutrino
spectra is trapped. This aspect changes only after the
explosion onset, when mass accretion vanishes and the
PNS settles into a quasi-stationary state. Note that this
analysis is based on the particular EOS HS(DD2). It may
be altered when including a different nuclear interaction.
During the subsequent PNS deleptonization, i.e. the
Kelvin-Helmholtz cooling phase, the neutrino decoupling
region shifts to higher densities where the light clusters
can become even more abundant than free protons.
Consequently, weak processes with light nuclear clusters
may impact the neutrino signal and the associated nucle-
osynthesis of heavy elements of the neutrino-driven wind
ejected from the PNS surface via continuous neutrino
heating on a timescale of 10 s. A further exploration of
this important aspect requires the consistent inclusion
of weak interaction rates with light nuclear clusters and
corresponding EOS, as well as taking into account con-
tributions from final-state Pauli blocking, in simulations
that are based on accurate neutrino transport.

Moreover, the impact of the EOS during the PNS
deleptonization phase can be very large. The thermody-
namic properties (e.g., pressure and energy per baryon)
of the EOS determine the PNS structure. In addition, dif-
ferent EOSs lead to a different nuclear composition which
drives the deleptonization of the PNS via weak processes.
However, the neutrino luminosities and spectra which are
obtained in long-term simulations of the PNS deleptoniza-
tion show qualitative agreement for the two extreme EOS
LS [110] and STOS [8]. The aspect of potential convec-
tion inside the PNS during deleptonization and the pos-
sible impact of the symmetry energy has been explored
recently [111]. However, further explorations are required
in order to obtain a systematic understanding of the im-
pact of the symmetry energy on the PNS deleptonization
as well as the subsequent mass ejection in the neutrino-
driven wind.
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